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Chapter 681 Arsonist 

Tom, along with a group of men in black, were the first to get off the plane. 

Afterwards, Noah also got off the plane. 

Without waiting for Jocelyn to get off the plane by herself, Noah pulled open the cabin door for her and 

carried her out of the cabin. 

The Jocelyn in his arms was, in contrast, in a much more messy state. 

Her body was covered in bruises. 

Her clothes were dirty. 

She looked ashen and grimy. 

While many people were paying attention to Noah, they would also unconsciously look at Jocelyn. 

When they saw Jocelyn's body full of wounds, everyone was shocked. 

Under the gaze of the crowd, Noah strode, leading Jocelyn directly into the interior of the hospital. 

A large group of men in black, together with Tom, continued to follow the two of them with serious 

faces. 

Jocelyn originally did not like the idea of Noah walking in front of people, holding herself horizontally like 

this. 

But at this moment, she was physically and mentally exhausted. 

... 

the surgical emergency room, Noah asked the nurse for a clean set of 

Noah carried her for a physical examination to make sure she was 

of the hospital, so that the fighter jet rose 

plane disappeared from sight, the 

fighter jet. My goodness. This is too 

Jocelyn? Why is she like 

hurt in that big bombing just now, 

gives Noah the right to fly a fighter 

Noah, there's no credentials, just because he's the head 

was still 

able to 



in silence, she even began 

come to the auction today, would all this have been 

No. 

master had the 

not tonight, then at some other time 

lived, something like 

too, began to fear 

dare to think that if she were to go through another, such an event, she 

to find this master 

end 

jet came to a halt on the flat ground 

carried Jocelyn directly and walked into 

her down on on the 

Chapter 682 Paige, thank you 

In both Noah's and Jocelyn's phones, it was the same content. 

It was still various, reports about the helicopter bombing at the antique market. 

[The terrorist attack at the antique market is still under investigation.] 

[The terrorist attack at the antique market has resulted in fifty serious injuries, ten minor injuries and 

eighty deaths.] 

Every number that came to her eyes made Jocelyn's heart violent. 

The two hands of Jocelyn then involuntarily began to tremble. 

Seeing this, Noah, carefully, held Jocelyn into his arms. 

"Jocelyn, come on." Noah once again humbly pleaded. 

"Honey, it's really hard for me." Jocelyn's voice was hoarse. 

"I know, but, it's really not your fault." 

She knew that this matter, in essence, was the problem of that murderer. 

But, after all, it was because of her and she didn't feel that it had anything to do with her at all. 

Those people were all implicated by her. 

At that moment, the doorbell rang. 



The sudden sound cut through the stagnant atmosphere in the living room, and interrupted the 

conversation between the two of them. 

Noah walked to the front of the door visual doorbell and took a look at. 

Seeing outside the main door standing Paige, he then pressed the unlock. 

Soon, the two doors inside and outside the house all open. 

Noah was not at ease with Jocelyn, and directly turned around and returned to Jocelyn again. 

Jocelyn again leaned helplessly against the back 

minute later, Paige walked into the 

battered 

you doing, Miss Murphy? You must have been terrified when 

walked too fast, she was, at 

up straight, looked at Paige and said, 

on her face and body, although they had already been treated, still carried a kind of 

it still looked 

is also 

a big deal." Jocelyn smiled bitterly, "Why are you 

scene and went into the First People's Hospital, so 

panted and opened her mouth, in her eyes 

heart instantly warmed, "Paige, sorry to have made 

"Fool, what are 

smiled bitterly and did not speak again, 

that she will not 

because seeing the images of death and injury, you are 

people today were coming 

these words, Paige's eyes were full of shock, 

was extraordinarily scared at this 

think what would have happened if 

scene, either 

it, the more 



at me, and those people are all 

said, the more her tears 

she heard this, the more shocked 

Paige's eyes 

Jocelyn shook 

things that Jocelyn didn't know, and she didn't want her 

she didn't 

you offended anyone 

head, "I don't 
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Chapter 683 Take your medicine 

Jocelyn nodded, "Better, but still hard to feel, Paige, I can't let myself stay out of it. I hate myself." 

Paige, "But you didn't kill the man, and you didn't let that man fly the plane to bomb, the one you 

should hate is the murderer. This person is simply inhumane." 

Paige once again clenched her fist tightly. 

Even now, recalling the murderer's ferocious methods, Paige still felt fearful. 

In her heart, she was very curious about the identity of this murderer. 

In her opinion, Jocelyn had always been a very good person to get along with. 

Although her status was illustrious, she never used her status to press people and harm them. 

No matter who she faced, she was always gentle and polite. 

The people who had conflicts with Jocelyn were never the ones who made a fool of themselves and took 

the initiative to provoke Jocelyn. 

So, this time, she thought, it must be the same. 

She guessed that it could be someone, who had provoked Jocelyn, and then was retaliated back by 

Jocelyn, after which this person came to strike back again. 

Just, who was this person? 

During this period of time, she hadn't heard that Jocelyn had made enemies with anyone. 

If she were to make an association, the only one she could think of was the Stewart family. 

Moreover, the Stewart family had the ability to do so. 

"Do you think it could be the Stewart family?" Paige said. 



Jocelyn, however, shook her head, "I don't think so." 

The Stewart family, if they really had the master's uncanny ability, wouldn't have been so badly abused 

by Griffin Group, but they couldn't do anything about it. 

"That's possible." Paige added. 

As long as they have done evil, 

of searching for this master was 

at all, she always 

Paige clenched her fist, gritted her teeth, her eyes were full 

said a simple word, 

that the police and Mr. Mason will soon be able to find out everything. Miss Murphy, we just need to 

wait." Paige 

Jocelyn nodded heavily. 

this. I'll tell you 

Jocelyn nodded again. 

Paige began to 

Jocelyn funny things she encountered in 

but she also brought a long-awaited smile 

accompanied Jocelyn for two whole 

a foreign tourist area 

say much about anything in front of Allen, just that she was 

that Jocelyn was in a much better mood and 

sending Paige away, Jocelyn went back 

glancing at the wall clock, she saw that it was already 

in her phone, there 

because just now, the phone had been muted somehow, and she had been concentrating on talking 

three missed calls 

of them were 

seen the news, so 

she clicked on the number and called 



at this time 

followed the sound and 

Allie hurriedly bringing Regan, Scott and 

this moment, Allie's mobile phone rang, and the screen prompted that it was 

heard the phone ring, she immediately pressed the hang-up button and walked 

several members of the Mason family, led by Allie, instantly became even 

in particular, had tears streaming down 

"My child, you're really scared, aren't you? Which in the end is it that would actually launch 

rampant?" At the end 

could, Allie really wished that she could have been injured instead of Jocelyn, the media said it 

Chapter 684 The Price 

Ryan and Regan did the same. 

Looking into the eyes of several of them, Jocelyn suddenly felt warm inside once again. 

Mason family was good to her. 

"Jocelyn. I saw another news when I was on the road ten minutes ago, and the news said that there 

were witnesses who said that you had also been shooting that plane with your bodyguard, you are really 

good." Allie complimented. 

She was really glad that Jocelyn and the others had sniper rifles today. 

Otherwise, she really didn't know what would have become of today. 

Jocelyn smiled bitterly with embarrassment and responded modestly, "It's not all my fault, it's because 

the bodyguards worked well with me." 

Allie, "It was clearly you, who was good enough in your own right." 

Scott, "It is indeed impressive. On the news, many details were not published, only that there was a 

terrorist attack at the antique market, and you took your bodyguards and used a sniper rifle to shoot the 

helicopter away. " 

"Nothing else has been said, but just looking at these, I can already feel that you are great." Scott did not 

mince words of appreciation for Jocelyn. 

"I wonder what kind of organization that made it and what is the purpose." Scott added. 

Seeing Allie and Scott both took all this as a terrorist attack, Jocelyn did not say anything more. 

Firstly, for fear that they would be more worried if they knew. 

If Allie knows all of this, she will certainly be fearful every day. 



Secondly, because the master this matter, she does not want too many people know. 

"Jocelyn, is it our family's enemy targeting you?" Allie added, speaking of this topic, Allie's eyes were 

instantly tainted with endless panic. 

shouldn't be." Jocelyn 

"Okay, let's not talk about this, let's talk about something else, don't make Jocelyn 

nodded obediently, gently holding Jocelyn's hand, and added, "Thank goodness, you only have 

superficial injuries, your father, grandfather and I ate dinner extra early tonight, and after we 

felt panicky and short of breath, I couldn't sleep at all, so I sat 

as my phone was connected to the internet, I saw what was happening at the antique market, and was 

terrified and went in to have a 

you were there and you were injured, so I rushed to 

did not answer, so I called Noah to understand the condition of your injuries. When Noah told us that 

you only suffered superficial injuries, I 

we called your grandfather 

heart felt guilty, "I'm 

girl, what are you talking about? What do you have to apologize to us for? You don't want this to 

happen to you 

"Do you want to apply the medicine 

shook her 

injured, so we are relieved. It's getting late, 

should hurry back to 

wanted Allie and the others to go back to 

Allie nodded her head. 

the injury first, you guys go ahead. I'll stay here with Jocelyn tonight." Regan said 

"Okay." Allie nodded. 

at Jocelyn with a gentle face, admonishing, "Jocelyn, take good care of your 

one knew why she came to 

he did not want to mention 

to mention it 

nodded her 



deep look before taking the lead 

of them, 

as he walked outside while admonishing, 

Jocelyn nodded and followed. 

out a long sigh and silently sat down 
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Chapter 685 Only Jocelyn 

Listening to the cold hang-up sound, Ryan helplessly let out a long breath, then directly in the call log, 

found the director Bailey who had just called, and dialed again. 

The voice came, “What do you wan to say?” 

"I'm really sorry, I'll invite you to dinner tomorrow to make amends, do you think it's okay? I'll work 

extra hours to make up for the shooting I've missed." With a frank face, Ryan apologized earnestly to the 

director on the other side of the phone. 

Ryan's attitude was incomparably sincere, and there was still tenderness in his eyes. 

When Ryan was shooting his first drama in his life, because of his lack of experience, he did not perform 

well in many areas. 

But this director Bailey, not only would not get angry, but would also guide him patiently. 

He would even come to his room after work to help him talk about his scenes. 

There were times when he would still insist on doing this even if it was already very late after the close 

of work. 

When his first drama was made, the response was so good, and it was inseparable from this director's 

guidance. 

He has always remembered the kindness of Bailey. 

Therefore, he was really afraid that Bailey would really be angry with him. 

He really went too far today. 

He had promised Bailey two days ago that he would help out with a cameo appearance, a character in 

his new modern drama. 

It was a big demolition scene, shot in the Arlberg Mountain of Y Country. 

Knowing that he was busy, Bailey let him set his own schedule. 

During the day, he happened to have a full day off, so he called Bailey. 

After setting a time, he flew to Y Country with his assistant Rosa directly. 



After arriving at the set, he started to put on make-up and styling and prepared for the shoot. 

Originally, the crew had everything ready and was just waiting for him to arrive for the shoot. 

Just before the shooting started, he asked for his mobile phone from his assistant. 

wanted to check 

was something about a 

back to Z Country and went straight back 

even have the 

an urgent matter and had to go back, so that Rosa could handle 

time, when he saw the news, his mind was 

Jocelyn in a hurry and see how badly Jocelyn 

he didn't even calculate how much damage he would cause to the crew by leaving like this, all he 

venue, the cost of renting various 

he had been gone for about an 

rain and could not be used, so the next time they wanted to shoot, they had to 

these losses were also caused because of 

do the math, because of his departure, he could 

was really only normal 

matter how much Bailey scolded him, he 

tomorrow." On the other side of the phone, 

lips in satisfaction, "Then tomorrow I will personally pick you up. I will book 

the tone 

I was 

"I really don't know what to 

a very important person." Ryan gave a 

love? You 

"I am still single." 

"Then what is it?" 

ask, it's my personal 

brief chat with the 



carriage with no one around, Ryan was alone, driving the luxury car, 

he had angered 

did not regret it at 

the news told him that Jocelyn 

own eyes to make sure 

way he 

never forgotten his original 

be involved in 

Chapter 686 A man jumped down 

"That's good." Noah once again doted and lightly rubbed Jocelyn's hair. 

"You went to intercept the helicopter, did you get nothing?" Jocelyn asked. 

Today, Noah came back to see her, did not talk about this topic at all, she guessed there was was 

nothing. 

Regan, too, put his gaze on Noah with an inquisitive look. 

"The plane was stopped, probably the people in the plane were afraid of being caught by us, so, they 

directly detonated the plane." Noah said truthfully. 

Hearing these words, Jocelyn immediately brightened up, "Is it possible that master was in the plane?" 

Noah, however, shook his head, "No." 

In his tone, he was very certain. 

"Why?" Jocelyn eyes were full of puzzles, she completely did not know why Noah was so sure. 

"Today, when I first landed, the other fighters had long since gone after that white helicopter, which you 

have seen." Noah said seriously. 

Jocelyn nodded. 

"When I got to the sky, I went straight after the big unit, but not long after flying in the sky, someone 

from the big unit told me that they saw, on the white helicopter, a man that parachuted away." 

"In order to get him alive, they sent a few people who parachuted down to look for that man." 

"The others, on the other hand, continued to chase the white helicopter." 

"I think, if the master was really in the plane, then the one who jumped off must be him." 

Noah explained. 

At those words, Jocelyn tightly frowned. 



All this really made her feel incredibly disappointed. 

"Then from those who parachuted down to find that man, is there any news?" Jocelyn asked. 

found nothing so far." 

again, "I hope, they can find that 

so, 

Noah patted her shoulder, soothing her, "Don't worry, no matter what, I will definitely find this person 

as soon as 

gently, but did not have 

heard all this, his face was also gloomy, "Noah, must find this person as soon as possible. On Gloria and 

Sara's death, and the 70th anniversary of the Griffin Group bombing incident, is there any useful 

shook his 

Noah's heart 

had always felt that he was omnipotent, but after meeting this master, he found that he was not 

confident that he could find this person as 

he secretly sent more 

were the world's 

more people, but the 

Noah, "Don't worry." 

he can use is naturally 

master, Regan now felt a 

like the pressure 

this person as soon as possible and getting rid 

then would they be able to breathe freely and 

starting tomorrow, I will prepare a potion for you, that will definitely speed up your 

it myself, 

"I am willing to 

Jocelyn, "Thank you, Grandpa." 

no 

at Jocelyn and said, "You rest early, I will go up 



Jocelyn nodded her head. 

Regan went 

and directly picked Jocelyn up in a horizontal 

back to sleep." Noah whispered in 

Jocelyn nodded obediently. 

more, just silently carried her and 

them had showered, Noah 

Chapter 687 Phoebe Dies 

At this moment, Noah did not realize that she woke up. 

He kept whispering in response to the person on the other side of the phone, "Good. I know." 

After making the call, Noah stuffed the phone into his pocket. 

He turned around, noticing that Jocelyn's forehead was all sweaty, Noah then got on the bed. 

Naturally, he took her into his arms and asked, "Why are you awake so early? Is there something wrong 

with you? Why are you sweating so much?" 

The wall clock on the wall was pointing at seven o'clock in the morning. 

Jocelyn shook her head, "No. I'm just a bit hot." 

Last night, she had already let Noah worry enough. 

She didn't want Noah to continue to worry. 

"Is it a nightmare? Dreaming about last night?" Noah asked. 

Even if Jocelyn didn't say anything, he could still see that Jocelyn was vulnerable. 

Jocelyn shook her head, "No." 

Noah, "I'm your husband, you can just tell me, I know how you think." 

Jocelyn did not speak again, just quietly hugged Noah tightly. 

Noah once again gently stroked her back and soothed, "Don't think about it anymore, okay? That really 

has nothing to do with you at all. It's all that master's fault." 

Jocelyn still didn't say anything, just silently closed her eyes. 

She never thought that it all had nothing to do with herself. 

.... 

Hospital, the VIP ward of the cancer oncology department, Phoebe's lungs, as well as kidneys, suddenly 

began to tear 



bed in 

too, began to 

was Bella who was 

still sleeping on the sofa next to 

ran straight to Phoebe's side, pressed the call bell and shouted, "Someone. Somebody 

feeling of suffocation made Phoebe's face 

were wildly intertwined, and at this moment, Phoebe 

tried desperately to breathe, but it was 

longer even able 

was going crazy, and her eyes were tearing up in 

this 

on the heartbeat monitor kept on dropping 

the heartbeat turned to 

She had stopped breathing. 

was so severe that her face and body were all covered in 

more frightened and began 

Phoebe did not feel anything 

young doctors, a man and a woman, were on duty 

defibrillator and began to frantically press on Phoebe's chest in an attempt to resuscitate 

the other hand, went to put in 

didn't 

much pressure was applied, the 

and forth while anxiously calling Joseph and explaining 

for Joseph, she called William and 

Bella then put her eyes on Phoebe again, frantically shouting, 

this time, the male doctor is still 

did not feel a 

rate on the heart rate 

for five minutes, but 



another five minutes, it 

Chapter 688 Retribution 

They have been a couple for dozens of years. 

Phoebe gave birth to children for him. 

Now that she was gone, he was completely unable to accept it. 

Now he recalled the cold words he had spoken to Phoebe a while ago, he felt extremely guilty. 

If he had known that Phoebe would only go so far, he would never have treated her like that. 

The moment, what Phoebe had done in the past, it did not matter. 

Phoebe was nice him. 

She was fine when he left in the early morning. 

But this time, she was gone. 

How could this happen? 

Taking a deep breath, Archie carefully lifted Phoebe's bed sheet. 

Joseph even hugged Phoebe's body tightly, bawling. 

The person in front of him was his own mother who had been with him as he learned to speak and 

toddled around. 

How could he easily accept that she had died like this? 

"Mom, wake up, I can't allow you to leave." 

Joseph cried as he spoke, his voice hoarse and choked. 

And aside, Bella continued to sit helplessly on the ground, crying continuously, but not said a word. 

William, on the other hand, was silently bowing his head, tears streaming down his face. 

Archie trembled and knelt down, clutching Phoebe's hand tightly, also sobbing uncontrollably. 

The Stewart family in the ward broke into tears. 

all the fault of that Jocelyn. Jocelyn donated 

has kidneys that are faulty, it's disgusting, shit." Bella continued to relentlessly 

an outlet 

Jocelyn, was perfect, to be 

he was discontented, but he didn't have the strength to pay attention to Bella, he just continued to 

they both let out a long, 



gently patted Archie's 

his heart full of pain, looked at the female doctor and asked, "How could this happen? Why would she 

suddenly die? When I left early in the morning, she was still 

sigh, "After she died, we did some tests and it was 

cancer and kidney cancer that caused." the female doctor added, "Many people with severe cancer have 

such 

not say anything more, but just continued, clutching Phoebe's 

at Phoebe, he always felt that even if Phoebe 

dead, his heart was hurting 

.... 

the news of Phoebe's death from cancer blew up the major news platforms and 

rushed to the outside of 

was an overwhelming crowd of 

the Stewart family didn't care, they just continued to look at 

the reporters outside the door through the 

Noah's villa, Jocelyn was sitting on the fluffy sofa in the 

saw this news, Jocelyn was inwardly 

as she remembered, it hadn't been long since she knew 

she had 

indeed very 

from the shock, Jocelyn still did 

treated her 

need for her to waste her emotions on such a 

suffer any good person, 

the kitchen, Noah washed his 

Jocelyn's phone, Noah indifferently raised his eyebrows, 

there was nothing extra feeling 

a calm manner, "Well, yes, life is so 

"Yeah." Noah said lightly. 



just silently continued to swipe 
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Chapter 689 LPL Summer Tournament Final 

Noah nodded, "Well, for those who died, each person is compensated five million, and for those who 

were injured, each person is compensated three million." 

Jocelyn smiled, and her heart suddenly warmed up. 

Just like right now, before he could even wait for her to start working on compensating those people, he 

had already done it. 

The compensation that Noah gave was very reasonable. 

Hearing such an offer, the guilt in Jocelyn's heart began to lessen a bit. 

Although the money couldn't buy back their lives and their health. 

"Thank you, honey." Jocelyn's eyes were full of emotion. 

"What's the point of saying thank you to your husband?" 

"What do you want to eat for lunch? I will make it for you." 

Upon hearing this, Jocelyn was at a loss for how to answer. 

Actually, she didn't have much appetite. 

"Don't want to eat anything, do you?" 

"Yeah." 

"Then I'll go out and buy some food to cook for you, okay?" 

Jocelyn nodded. 

"Then you wait for me at home, I'm going out to buy now," Noah added. 

Jocelyn nodded gently. 

hour later, Noah, with twelve bodyguards, arrived at the high-end supermarket near his home in a great 

and went, Noah was the most beautiful 

actually came 

cook 

buy vegetables? Before Jocelyn has said that he does 

imagine what a 

is really lucky, if it were 



strolled around and bought all that Jocelyn liked 

fruits, he called Jocelyn, "Honey, 

around him, hearing the tone of his voice, 

to eat oranges." Jocelyn 

he simply picked up a large box of oranges 

"What else?" Noah asked. 

"There's no more." 

to go to the shop where 

"No." 

Noah only tenderly 

phone, a bodyguard went to the 

left with a 

completely disappeared from sight, many people were still talking 

He even asked his wife if she wants to drink milk 

is really 

ask who doesn't want to have 

again became 

buying the groceries, Noah returned home and began to work for 

first made a 

that, he went into the kitchen 

ate various fruits from the fruit plate 

was about to match teams, 

Chapter 690 Spoil 

Alex didn't respond again. 

She also didn't say anything more, and put down her phone, so she directly matched her teammates, 

intending to play a few games to divert her attention. 

Soon, the matching was completed and the game began. 

Jocelyn was opposite, all of them were professional players. 

And all of them are popular players of the big teams, with top-notch skills. 



Because he was in a bad mood, Jocelyn was very brutal. 

A number of professional players got lost. 

Every time she met the opposite side, she treated the other side, as if they were the master, killing them 

furiously. 

In the end, she led her teammates, fifteen minutes, to take the game victory. 

After the victory, she started several more games in a row. 

All was victory. 

But whoever was lined up opposite her, no matter who they were, they all ended up being bloodily 

abused. 

After venting her frustration for a few games in a row, Jocelyn felt a lot more relaxed. 

Because her mood had improved, she started to feel hungry. 

At this time, Noah carefully carried a casserole full of corn and pork rib soup and came out of the 

kitchen. 

While walking towards the dining room, Noah said, "Honey, it's time for lunch." 

"Okay." Jocelyn responded in a soft voice and slowly closed her laptop, went to wash her hands and 

went into the dining room. 

Because she was injured and needed to avoid eating, so Noah prepared all light dishes. 

Hot air, sweeping the aroma of various dishes, came to her nose, making Jocelyn feel even hungrier. 

Noticing Jocelyn's expression, which was much more relaxed, Noah hooked his lips in relief, "Are you in 

a better mood?" 

Jocelyn nodded, "I just played a few games, I feel better." 

curve of Noah's mouth deepened, "Then 

he elegantly picked up a piece of 

over, "When will you come to the office, Mr. Mason? Lots of documents are waiting for your 

and typed in response, 

send them to 

Noah, "No." 

it's 

Noah, "Tomorrow." 

Tom, "Okay." 



will stay with my 

the office of the chairman's special assistant, Tom looked at the pile of documents waiting for 

signatures, 

help but curse out another phrase 

nothing 

Noah was, 

Noah's mobile phone vibrated 

screen showed that 

then pressed the answer button, turned on the speakerphone, put the phone next to him, 

"What are 

with 

go to the office, 

"No. I'll go 

Scott, "Well done." 

now Jocelyn is the most important, the company's matter, no matter how important, can also be put 

aside, 

chicken in front 

"Don't go tomorrow either, if something comes up, 

Noah, "Okay." 

in the past few days, but because of the large number of things waiting for him, he had to 

allow himself to be 

had asked, 

can you do 

I've been 

"Okay." 

spend time with Jocelyn, 

at once, her heart that 

the chicken in her mouth and said, "Dad, no need, I'm in a much better mood now, and I'm ready to go 

to work tomorrow, so don't need to bother 

Scott, "Really?" 



Jocelyn, "Yes, really." 

"Then since you're going out tomorrow, I'll leave Noah 


